The high flexibility of the agile satellite can significantly improve its ability to obtain data. Compared with ordinary satellite platforms, the imaging-scheduling is more important, and is the basis to ensure the efficiency and quality of data for the agile satellite. To be aimed at the multi-strip imaging-mode of the agile satellite, from the perspective of the image-quality, a imagingscheduling algorithm based on certain step-size search in the multi-strip imaging-mode of the agile satellite is proposed , and the influence of the selection of the imaging time-window on the multi-strip image quality is analyzed quantitatively through the experimental data. The results show that the optimal image data can be obtained through the image-scheduling algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of space technology, Europe and the United States and other aerospace-powers have started the development of high-resolution agile satellite platform. For example, the IKONOS-2 satellite launched by the United States in September 1999 has the agile observation capabilities of nadir-view, forward-view, backward-view and side-view. WorldView-1 launched in September 2007 has been the most flexible one of the on-orbit Earth-observation satellites so far. In addition, French PLEIADES Constellation launched in2008, Russia Topsat launched at the end of 2005 and so on, are both agile satellites (Chen et al., 2011) . Compared with ordinary remote-sensing satellite platform, high-resolution agile satellite is of the high freedom in more than one direction, has the ability to rapidly change attitude and precisely control attitude along the three direction of pitch, roll and yaw. These performances make the agile satellites can acquire the images of the target area in the ground with different attitudes. Therefore, agile satellite with higher flexibility and rapid pointing ability, has become an important development direction in the field of the satellite technology. Agile satellite with flexible and agile attitude maneuver capability can improve the satellite application performance, achieve large-range and multi-stripe observation, solve the contradiction between the "high resolution" and "wide-swath", and provides a good way in the high-resolution remote sensing image applications.
Multi-strip imaging is one kind of data acquisition mode of the high-resolution agile satellite. Through changing imaging attitude, the agile satellite can acquire multi-strip images in a transit, achieve imaging coverage of the large-range target-area, and so improves the efficiency of data-acquisition.Figure1 shows the multi-strip imaging mode of the agile satellite. When acquiring the multi-strip images of the target area, the high agility makes the agile satellite can choose different imaging time-window. There is great difference among the quality of the images obtained in different imaging time-windows. To be aimed at the multi-strip imaging-mode of the agile satellite, from the perspective of the subsequent processing and application, this paper establishes a multi-strip image quality evaluation model, researches imaging scheduling algorithm, makes the decision of the optimal imagingparameters(including the time-windows and imaging attitudes), so that the multi-strip images is of the highest quality. To be aimed at the satellite imaging scheduling, domestic and foreign scholars have conducted a lot of research for a variety of satellite and application requirements, and varied imaging scheduling models and optimization algorithms are proposed, such as ant colony algorithm, greedy algorithm, the local optimal search algorithm, dynamic programming algorithm, constraint programming algorithm and so on (Lemaitre et 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EVALUATION MODEL OF THE QUALITY OF MULTI-STRIP IMAGES
Radiation differences and geometric resolution differences among strip images of agile satellite are the main factors to affect the subsequent processing and applications. The smaller difference is more conducive to bring the potential of the multistrip images data into full play. Based on that, this article establishes the evaluation model from these two aspects, make analysis of quality of multi-strip images.
The Indicator of the Difference of Geometric Resolution
Assume that the geometric resolution of each strip image is i S （ 1, 2,3..., i n  ） , the difference index  of geometric resolution among each strip image is calculated according to equation (1), where S is the mean value of each strip image geometric resolution. )
The Indicator of the Difference of Radiation
For a place on Earth, the solar altitude angle is the angle between the sunlight incident direction and the ground plane. The solar altitude angle is the most important factor to determine the solar thermal energy which the Earth's surface receive, and therefore also an important factor to the radiance of a scene of image. In this paper, the solar elevation angle difference is taken as the evaluation indicator of the radiation difference among each strip image. 
The specific calculation model of the solar declination and local time can be referenced to the related literature. 
The Evaluation Model of the Quality of Multi-Strip Images
According to the aforementioned geometric resolution difference indicator and radiation difference indicator, this paper build the evaluation model of the quality of the multistrip images, as shown in equation (4).
Where, W  and W  are the weight of geometric resolution difference and radiation difference respectively, according to the need to set.
THE ALGORITHM OF MULTI-STRIP IMAGING SCHEDULING OF THE AGILE SATELLITE
Satellite imaging scheduling, is that, under certain constraints, imaging parameters is determined by the algorithm, so that the value of the objective function is optimal (Galvao et al., 2000) . In this paper, the objective function is the evaluation model of the quality of the multi-strip images, and the constraints are only that imaging attitudes is required to meet the angle constraints due to the mobility restrictions: T which meets the equation (5) is considered as the optimal starting imaging time of the first strip, and the corresponding imaging time-window and attitude of each strip is the optimal imaging parameter via scheduling.
The specific technology route is shown as figure 2. Figure 2 . The technical route of optimal imaging decision
Polynomial Fitting of the Satellite Exterior Orientation Linear Element
Due to the influence of a variety of non-gravity, the actual orbit deviates from a Keplerian orbit. These non-gravity is called perturbation. Therefore, normally, the remote sensing satellite orbit is a smooth track.
Taking into account the smooth running of the satellite orbit, in a short period of time, the polynomial can be used to describe the remote sensing satellite's orbit, thus avoiding the complicated satellite stress analysis (Zhang, 2005.).
The Calculation of the Imaging Attitude Parameter of Each Strip
Not considering the install angles of the sensor, attitude parameters of the sensor , (pitch,roll, yaw)usually indicate the relationship between the body coordinate system and the orbital coordinate system. As the yaw angle is a fixed value, the attitude parameter to calculate is pitch and roll . As shown in figure 3 , the vector V represents the principal optical axis; XG、YG and ZG represent the three components of the body coordinate system. The centre image-point of the starting line, the corresponding ground point and project centre meet the collinear equation (7) ( Zhang and Pan, 2003) .
where, CG R and GF R represent the rotate matrix from the orbital coordinate system to the sensor coordinate system and from the Earth fixed coordinate system to the orbital coordinate system respectively; (x, y, f) is the coordinate of the centre image-point of each strip image in the sensor coordinate system.
Matrix GF R is calculated via equation (8) . 
, the coordinate of the principal optical axis V in the orbital coordinate system, the attitude angles, pitch , roll and the cone angle  are calculated through equation (10). 2 2 arctan( )
arctan( ) arccos cos( ) cos( )
 symbolizes the maximum cone angle of the satellite),the imaging scheduling scheme is not feasible.
The Calculation of the Imaging Time-window of Each Strip
If the starting imaging time s T is determined, the starting imaging time of the first strip T , can be calculated according to equation (11) .
Where, S is the length of the strip, and v symbolizes the velocity of satellite.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Based on the imaging scheduling algorithm for the multi-strip imaging mode of the agile satellite proposed by this paper, a program is written in c++ language. The input parameters which the program needs include: the longitude and latitude coordinates of the four corners of the target area, satellite transit ephemeris data as well as the system parameters of the satellite sensor platform; Its output is a scheduling result file, including the strip number, imaging sequence, imaging time-window and attitude of each strip, geometric difference indicator, radiation difference indicator and the image quality evaluation indicator. The system parameters of the satellite platform in the experiment in this paper are listed in Table 1 , and the target area is located in the Beijing, its range is approximately 40km along the scan direction and 37km across the scan direction. The relationship between the starting imaging time 
CONCLUSION
Agile satellite has the good characteristics of rapidly changing attitude. It can acquire the image of a wide range of target area by multi-strip imaging mode, as greatly improves the efficiency of data acquisition. To be aimed at the multi-strip imagingmode of the agile satellite, from the perspective of the imagequality, this paper proposed the imaging scheduling algorithm; meanwhile, the improvement of the image quality by scheduling is analyzed quantitatively through experimental data. Thus recommendation and guidance for the proper utilization of the resource of the agile satellites are proposed.
